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of some value to me, and that the process will be interesting. But 
what about you? 

From the point of view of both the audience and the universitv 
1 can onIy suggest that- the venrure wiH probably prove about as -- 
worthy as the ideas: will be good, 

But there is a further reason for my being particularly interested 
in being here, and undertaking some such discuviom. lf7ithin the 
past few years there has developed an increased interest in art within 
the universities with the promise-the posibili.ty a t  least-that they 
may come to constitute the new art community. Such a prospect 
has so much to recommend it, so much in the way of inteIIectual 
stimularfon for art, in the wav of values and perhaps of sympathetic 
cIilnare, that one hopes it may be realized. 

At the same rime, there is alwavs the pnaibility that  art mav be 
utterly stifled within the university atmosphere, that the creative 
impulse may be x~~holly obliterated by the pre-eminence of criticism 
and scholarship. Nor is there perfect unanimity on the part of the -- 
university itself as zn whether the presence of artists u p i l l  bc salu- 

tary within irs community, or whether indeed art itself is a good 
solid intellectual pursuit and therefore a proper universiry study. 

Such questions have been the subject of extensive conferring 
and surveying within the past few years, of changing attitudes on 
rhe part of the colleges and of heated disagreement; far the whole 
problem of creativity often reaches into basic educational philos- 
ophy, and sometimes into university policy itself. 

I have a number of observations to make on this possible forth- 
coming alignmenr. They are not all of them optinlistic, but they 
are based upon considerable familiarity on my part with the art- 
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universitv relationship in process. They are made in the Impe that tc fi L -' 
something really fruitful may emerge and that some of the existing 
misconceptions and maladjustments marr be erased. They are made between nuo imposdble choices; the one whether gain libera' 

particularly in the Ilope tha t  the student who happens ro be a edundon at [he cog of lasing his creative habit, the other 

young person of talent and ability in art may no longer be caught fice his libenl in order to gain an adequate training in an 
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But Iet us ask what goaible interest the university as such can 
have in art? In what way can an possibly augmenr its perspective? 

There is first the question of the educated man; and then I 
think there is the rather flat fact of which we are all most uncom- 
fortably aware, that our average univerriry graduate emerges from 
his years of study as something less than an educated man or 
woman. He is likely to be most strikingly wanting in the accom- 
plishment of perceptivity, in rhe noncurricular attribures of sensi- 
tiveness and of co&ideAtion toward all those finer arts which are 
generally conceded to have played a great part in the humanizing 
of man. And our graduate is not unlikely to display total blindness 
with regard ito painring itself. 

Nowhere do his limitations become so conspicuous as in his con- 
tacts with Europeans of sirniIar background and education. For the 
European, whatever his shortcomings in other directions, will be 
perfectly conversant with the art and literature of his awn coun- 
try as well as with that of others. It is not at all improbable that he 
will know considerably more about American art than will the 
American himself. Today, in view of our increasing commerce 
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with European countries, this art-blindness of ours tends to become 
not just a cultural gap, but even something of a diplomatic hazard. 

Franqois Mauriac has said of us: "It is not what separates rhe 
United States from the Soviet Union that should frighten us, but 
what they have in common . . . those two rechnocracies that 
rhink thanselves antagonists, are dragging humanity in the same 
direction of de-humanization . . . man is treated as a means and 
no longer as an end-this is the indispensable condirion of the two 
cuItures that face each other." 

Jean-Paul Sartre has said, "If France allows itself to be influ- 
enced by the whoIe of American culture, a living and livable sirua- 
don there will come here and completely shatter our culmrnl tndi- 
tions . . . 19 

In England, V. S. Pritchett wrote of us, "Why they should not 

be originally creative is punlinp. It  is possible that the lack of the 
orpnic sense, the conviction that man is a machine-turns them 
into technicians and cuts [hem off from the chaos, the accidents and 
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inmitiofis of the creative process?" 
I do nor agree with anv one of these opinions, but I believe rhar 

they do seme to demonstrare the uneasy view that is taken of us by 
few very eminent Europeans. 

But that uneasy view is not confined to European countries. 
There have arisen some complainrr on the domestic some l o ,  and 
some from very unexpected sources. A leading executive, for in- 
stznce, of one of our really vast industries undertook a circuit 
through a number of American universities a year or so ago with 
only rhis in view: to persuade the college to do a better job of 
educating their graduates, He asked that the liberal arts be re- 
emphasized: he pointed out that, while technical scientific, and 
other specialized training has been very advanced, there has been 
lacking a quality of imagnarion, a human view of things. which is 
as necessary to industry and business as is technical training. 

I think that many universities today are seeking to counteract 
such overemphasis upon technological education and are beginning 
to re-emphasize liberal education. I note a great increase, at least 
I think I do, in serious thearer, in exhibitions of painting and sculp- 
ture, in the loan of art to students, in publications of diverse sorts, 
but of a serious nature. I think all rhis activity represents an intelli- 
gent effort to place the student in a cultured and creative mviron- 
ment rather than to inject culture into him hypodermically, so to 
speak, via the specific, required, and necessarily limited cIassroom 
course. 

Besides the practical objective of producing a Getter-educated 
graduate, one who may meet the new need for the international 
citizen, che university has other possible objectives in extending its 
hand toward art, these both philosophical and generous, 

I t  has become obvious that art itseIf in America is without what 
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. quaintance with a number of different studies means that a t  least 
some of these studies cannot be met on a professional level. 

1 think that the university has mer the contradiction fairly suc- 
cessfully in some fields, but has cerrainlv not done so in the field of 
art. For in this field, dilettantism governs the whole departmental 
attitude, whereas in other fields of smdy rhe department irself is 
regarded seriously, however little may be absorbed by the student 
whose main interest is elsewhere. 

I believe that it is an objective of anv one of the major depart- 
ments within the greater universities to constimtc in itself a center 
for its field, so that individuals and instimtions in the practical 
world customarily look to the university for the most advanced 
work or opinion obrainable. Ideas and leademhip then Row out of 
the university and into senera1 currency. And need I cite the leader- 
ship of the universities in such fields as that of physics, sf all the 
branches of sociology and psychology, of archaeology and numer- 
ous other fields! 

In this connection, the Visual Ptrrs Committee Report corn- 
rnena: 

All the timidity thut now S U ~ Y D U ~ I I Z S  the thought of bringing 
artist and strrdio into the rinivern"ty. on a par with other fields of 
scholmship, lately m o u n d e d  the fame venture with regard to sci- 
entists- Just as the scientist has found his place mathin the univmsity, 
just ns his laborntory has become academically respectable, so the 
artist and m d i o ,  given time and opportunity, rhould @d their 
places. [And the report aIso says] T b o u ~ h  research tboratories in 
i n d m y  and govmment contrihlte increasingly so the advance- 
ment of fundamental science, the university is aiEl the primary 
source of the most important scientific progrers. 

Students then-even those who do noz expect to follow a par- 
ticular field itself-may still derive some sense of its stamre and its 
real meaning. And the individuals who teach and who work under 

the university 2egis are actually working in the center of rhtir field 
and not on its fringe. Thus  the university map be assured of gain- 
ing the foremost talent in such studies, while the reacher himself, 
the physicist-teacher or the sociologist-teacher, lct us say, need not 
be disillusioned nor bored by the level at which his profession exists. 

Quite the opposite is true in the field of art, that is, of creative 
art. In the finr place the university directorship is quite likely ta 
look somewhat askance at  its art departments and its ar t  courses as 
somewhat frivolous. ( l r  is not inconceivable that the great public 
blind spot toward art  estends even to such high places.) The stu- 
dent of art in a college is almost required to p a r d  himself against 
'becoming involved or too serious about his art. He will dabble a bit 
once or twice during a week, bur must not and literally can not 
make of art a field of major inrerest. 

He may be an art-history student, or an architecture, or an 
aesthetics student, in which casc he will do a litcle painting "just," 
as the saying gocs, " to  get his hand in." Or a student may dis- 
play a passionate interest in paintin?; but cven in that went he is 



, still required only to play about lightly. He cannot devote either 
long hours or concentration to his work. The artist-teacher is thus 
not able to require or to expect serious work from his students-not 
even from the talented ones. And thus the level af the work that  is 
produced is likely to arouse in him somcthjng akin to physical ill- 
ness, particularly if he is hinlseIf an anist of great capability. And 
then he must perforce ask himself what he is doing there and whv 
he is nor: off painting his own pictures. 

I cannot understand why there should exist such mistrust of 
creative work. Is it to guard the student sgainst an incautious degree 
of self-commirtaI? Or is it indecision as to whether art is really a 
who1ly decorous profession? Or is there some conflict in vaIue: as 
benveen the art  that has already safelv taken place, and that which 
-alarmingIy enough-map take place? 

Some: such conflict appears within the Visual Arts Report itself: 

[On page FO, for instance, we read] The Committee believes 
that the visual arts me an intepal  pmt of the h~rmanities and as mch 
mt assume a role of prominence in the context of h i g h  edzcca- 
tion. [Yet, on page 66, we find] I t  i$ st$/ doubtful if a studsnt m 
Hurvard can find space or time to  apply him~er'f seriously to crea- 
tive wmk in the ~r'suul arts. [On page 9, the enlightened comment] 
nt no moment in history since the invention of printing {jar mn's  
cormwunicatiun with. hi1 fellow man been so largely taken over by 
visual media as today. [But, on page 65, we read the following] We 
do nor propose to inject the art school into the academic life, h~t 
rather to give the expmimce of art its rightful p!ace in liberal educa- 
tion. 

I wonder whether the  university would also suggest offering 
the experience of calculus, of solid state physics; the experience of 
French or German; the experience of economics, of medieval his- 
tory* of Greek. 

I was one of those asked to give an opinion concerning the 
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dairabiliv of the university for the education of an artist. I ex- 

P r n ~ e d  preference for the univeniry as a g a i i ~ a  the professional art 
School. But my rejection of the art school was certainly not on the 
grounds of its pmfusionalim; indeed that is the one thing that 

it. My preference for the university is based upon a 
belief thar the l-ery content of rhe liberal education is a natural con- 
tent of m, that art will profit by and greatly needs the content of 
liberal education. Further, that the humanities and the humanistic 
view have been the companions of art during the great periods of 
both. 

But if dilettantism is to pervade the whole amtosphere of art, 
and even the very ddeparrmenr in which it is tauphr, then, far from 
being the best influence for the young artist, the university may 
prove to be the worst, and may further prove equally unfavorable 
to the artist-teacher. 

The second major block to the development of a mature art 
and to the mist's thriving within the university community is the 
fear of creativity itself. The university stresses rather the critical 
aspects of knowledge-the surveying, the categorizing, the analyz- 
ing, and the memorizing. The  reconversion of such knowledge 
into living art, into original work, seems to have diminished. In a 
few universities-particularly in the East-discouragement of origi- 
nal work has achieved the starus ~f policy. I was told by a depart- 
ment head in one university that in that institution the creative 
arts are  discouraged because "it is felt that they may interfere with 
the liberal am." I have never been able ro undintand actually what 
he meant, but the result of the policy is brilliantly clear, and that re- 
sult is that the student misses the vital opportunity to integrate what 
he knows with what he thinks-that he fails to form the expressive, 
the creative habit. 

In another university I once had occasion to pap a number of 
visits to its very large ceramics department. I noticed that there was 





ment known to man, must at  some point arise from the good con- 
versational table, move off, don his paint-spattered pants, squeeze 
out his tubes and become involved in the nervous, unsure, tense, 
and unsatisfactory business of making a picture which will have 
cohesion, impact, maturity, and an unconscionable lot of sheer 
work; which will, most uncomfortably, display an indiscreet and 

feeling about something; and which will then proceed to 
violate every canon of p o d  a r t  behavior just delineated by his 
recent companions. 

These laner have no need to create something new. It is enough 
that they discover the old and bring it home zo the common con- 
sciousrle~~ in a11 its radiance. 

The third major block to the successfu'ul functioning of the artist 
within the university is a somewhat romantic misconception as ro 
what sort of man he is. The more venerable academic element, still 
"ndec the sway of Trilbv, looks upon an artist as a mad genius. This 
group believes, and I think the public joins it, that  an artist has no 
idea of why he paints; he simply has to. Among the younger and 
more advanced collegians, the New Criticism has taken over, but 
the artist himself fares nd better. For according to this very avant- 
garde view, i t  makes little difference what an artist paints or what 
he himself happens to think; it is the viewer who really accounts 
for the meaning of the work, and even he wonld flounder about 
hopelessly were it not for the theorist, or critic. In his hands rest 
all the clues to art ;  he is the high priest of the art process. 

I have one critical fencing companion who assures me that the 
meaning of one order of art-che nonobjective-is a supra-human, 
that is, a cosmic one. The artjst, as he describes him, is a medium 
through which all sorts of ineffable forces flow. Any willing, how- 
ever, on the part of the artist, any intending, would be. an inter- 
ference, would only destroy the rime-space continuum, would 
render impure the art produced. 

And, by implication, that art which is the product of willing 
and inrending must be impure. 

AS criticism itself flourishes parricularly within the universities, 
So does this particular critical view find its warmest advocates there. 
In several universities, the cricical circle has formed itself into a 
small cultural nucleus which exerts a powerful influence, one not 
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- violence, completing his esay by recommending that I, along with 
the Red Dean of Canterbury, be deported. 

Mr. MclFlride's review was not the first astonishing piece of anal- 
ysis of mv work that I have read. nor was it the last. Perhaps, corn- 
ing as it did from a critic whom I had looked upon as a friend, it 
was one of the most disconcerting. In any case, it caused me to 
undertake a review of this pzinting, "Allegory," to try to assess just 
for my own enliqhtenment - what redly was in it, what sort of things 
go to make up a painting. Of the immediate sources I was fully 
aware, but I wondered to what extent T could trace the deeper 
origins, and the less conscious motivations. 

1 had an additional reason for unde~ak ing  such an exploration 
besides rhe pique which Mr. McRride's review had engendered. I 
had long carried in my mind that famous critical credo of CEive 
Bell's, a credo which might well have been erased by time, but 
which instead has grown to almost tidal proportions and which still 
constitutes the Procrusrean bed into which all ar t  must be either 
stretched or shrunk. T h e  credo runs as follows: "The representa- 
tive element in a work of art mav or may not be harmful, but it is 
always irrelevant. For to appreciate a work of art, we must bring 
with US nothing from life, no knowledge of its affairs and ideas, no 
familiarity with its crnotions." 

Once proffered as an isolated opinion, that view of art has now 
become a verv dominant one, is taught in rhe schools, and is la- 
boriousIy explained in the ma~azines. Thus,  in reconsidering the 
elements which I feel have formed the painting "AlEegory," I have 
had in mind hoth critical views, rhe one which presumes a symbol- 
ism beyond or aside from the intention of a painring, and the other, 
that which voids the \\task of art of any meaning, any ernorion, or 
any intention. 

The immediate source of rhe painting of the red beast was a 

Chicago fire in which a colored man had Iosr his four children. John 
Bastlow Martin had written a concise reponorial account of the 
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event-one of those stories which, told in detail, without any emo- 
fionalim being present in the \miring itself, manages TO produce a 
far zreater emotional impact than would a highly colored accounr. 

I was asked to make drawings for the story and. after several 
discussions with rhe writer, felt rhar 1 had pined  enough of the 
fee1 of the  siruarion to proceed. I examined a great deal of facrua1 
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remember only that the little Russian village in which my grand- 
father lived burned, and I was thcrc. I ~ e m e c ~ ~ b e r  the excitement, 
the flames breaking our everywhere, the l i n a  of men passing buck- 
ets to and from the river which ran through the town, the mad- 
woman who had escaped from someone's house during the con- 
fusion, and whose face I saw, dead-white in all the reflccted color. 

The other fire left irs mark upon me and all my family, and 
left its son on my father's hands and face, for he had clambered 
up a drainpipe and taken each of my bmthen and sisrm and me out 
of the house one by one, burning himself painfullv in the process. 
Meanwhile our house md all our belongings were consumed, and 
my parents stricken beyond their power to recoves. 

Amony my discarded symbols pertainin3 to  the Hickman story 
there were a number of heads and bodies of beasts, besides several 
Harpies, Furies, and other symbolic, semi-classic shapes and f i ~ r e s .  
Of one of these, a lion-like head, but still not a lion. I made many 
drawings, each drawing approaching more nearly some inner figure 
ot primitive terror which 1 w3s reeking to capture. I was beeinning 
to become most familiar wirh this beast-head. I t  was, vou might 
Say, under control. 

0 1  the other svmbols I developed into paintings a p o d  me- 
nagerie of Harpies, of birds with human heads, of curious and inde- 
cipherable beasts all of which I enjoyed immcnrely. and each of 
~ 'h i ch  held just enough human association for me to be great fun, 



and held just enough classical allusion to add a rouch of elegance 
which I aIso enjoyed. (And this group of paintings in rlam led off 
into a series of paintings of more or less classical allusion, some only 
pleasant, but some which like thc "City of Dreadful Night" or 
"Homeric Struggle" were major ya i t~ t inp  to me, each having, be- 
side its classical aIlusjon, a great deal of additional motivation.) 

When I a t  last turned the lion-like beast into a painting, I felt 
able to imbue it wirh everything that I had ever felt about a fire. I 
incorporated the highly formalized flames from the Hickman story 
as a terrible wreath about its head, and under its body I placed the 
four child figures which, to me, hold the sense of all the helpless 
and the innocent. 

The image that I sought to create was not one of a disaster; that 
someho~v doesn't interest me. I wanted instead to create the emo- 
tional tone that surrounds disaster; vou might call it the inner disr 
aster. 

In the beast as I worked upon ir I reco_gnized a number of crea- 
tures; there was somethine of the stare of an abnormal cat that we 
once owned that had devoured its own young. And then, lthere was 

the wolf. 
To me, the wolf is perhaps the most paralyzingly dreadful of 

beasts, whether symbolic or real. Is 111 y fear some instinctive strain 
out of my Russian background? I don't know. Is it merely the 
product of some of my mother's colorful tales abour being pur- 
sued by wolves when she was with a wedding party, or again when 
she went alone from her village to another one nearby? Does it 

come from reading Goml? tVhatcver its source, my  sense of panic 
concerning the wolf is real. I sought to implant, or, better. 1 ,sec- 
ognized something of that scnse within my allegorical beast. 

Then,  to go on with the wolf image: I had always found dis- 
concenin: rhe familiar sculpture of Romultis and Remus being 
suckled by the She-ll'olf. It had irritated rnc immenselv, and was 
a synbol- th~r  I abhorred. Now I found rhar, wherhei by coin- 
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cidence or n a  I am unable to say, the stance af my imaginary beast 
was just that of the great Ronlan wolf, and that the children under 
its belly rnighr almost be a realization of m y  r a p e  fears thar, in- 
sread of suckling the children, rhe wolf would most certzinly de- 
stroy them. But the children, in tlreir play-clothes of 1908. are n o t  
Roman. nor are they the children of the Hickman fire; they rerern- 
ble much mare closely my  own brothers and sisters. 

Such are a few of the traceable sources of imagery, and of the 
feeling of a single painting-mine, only because 1 can know what 
'here sources ire, because T am able to follow them backward at 
least to thar point ar which rhey disappear into rhe limbo of the 
~ubconscious, or the unconscious, or rhc instinctive, or the merely 
biological. 
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inner critic-or you might just say, the informed creator-is present 
in the most fragmentary piece which an artist produces. A small 
sketch of Picasso's, a drawing by Rouault, or Manet or Modigliani, 
is not to be dismissed as negligible, for any such piece contains in- 
evitably the long evolutionary process of taste, deftness, and per- 
sonal view. Ir is, if brief, still dictated by the same broad experience 
and personal understanding which molds the larger work. 

I was not the only artist who had been enrranced by the social 
dream, and who could no longer reconcile that view with the pri- 
vate and inner objectives of art. As during the thirties art had been 
swept by mass ideas, so during the forties there took place a mass 
movement toward abstraction, Not onIy was the social dream re- 
jected, but any dream at  all. Many of those names that, during the 
thirties, had been affixed to paintings of hypothetical tyrannies and 
theoretical c u m  were now &xed to cubes and cones and threads 
and swirls of paint. Part of that work was-and is-beautiful and 
meaningful; part of it does indeed consrimre private experience. A 
great part of it also represents only the rejection, only the absence 
of self-commitment. 

The change in art, mine included, was accomplished during 
World War 11. For me, it had begun during the late thirties h e n  
I worked in the Resettlement Administration. 1 had then crossed 
.and recrossed many sections of the country, and had come to know 
well so many people of all kinds of belief and temperament, which 
they maintained with a transcendent indifference to their lot in life. 
Theories had melted before such experience. My own painting then 
had turned from what is called "social realism" into a sort of per- 
sonal realism. I found the qualities of people a constant pIeamlre; 
there was the coal miner, a cellis, who organized a quartet for me 
-the quartet having three musicians. There was the muralist who 
painted the entire end of his barn with scenes of war and then of 
plenty, the whole painting entitled "Uncle Sam Did It All." There 
were the five Musgrove brothers who played five harmonicas-the 

wonderful names of people, Plato Jordan and Jasper Lancaster, and 
of towns, Pity Me, and Tail Holt, and Bird-in Hand. There were 
rhe poor who were rich in spirit, and the rich who were also some- 
times rich in spirit. There u-as the  South and its srory-dling art, 
stories of snakes and storms and hunred houseg, enchanting; and 
yet such talent thriving in the same human h e l l  with hopeless prej- 
udices, bigotry, and iparance, 

Personal realism, persons! observation of the way of people, the 
mood of life and placa; all that is a great pleasure, but 1 felt some 
larger potentiaIioi in art. 

During rhe war I worked in the Office of IVar informarion. We 
lvere supplied with a constant stream of marcrial, photographic and 
nther kinds of documentation of the decimation within enemr rer- 
h r y .  There were the secret confidential horrible facts of the can- 
loads of dead; Greece, India, Poland. There were the blurred pic- 
~ R S  of banbed-out places, so manv of which I knew well and 









the emotional image is rather mads up of the inner v e n i ~ e s  of many 
evens. h is of that company of phantoms which we all own and 
which have no other sense than the fear sense, or that of the 
crous, or of the terribly beautiful; images thar have the nostalgia of 
childhood with possibly none of the faca of our childhood; images 
which may be drawn only from rhe recollection of paint upon 3 

surface, and vet thar have given one great exaltaaon-such are the 
images to be sensed and fsmuEated. 

I became increasingly preoccupied with the sense and the look, 
indeed, with the power of this newly emerging order of imagt. It 

\*as, as I have indicated, a product of active intentions plus the con- 
stant demands and rejections of the inward critic; even perhaps of a 
certain striving to measure my own work critically with some 
basic truth In art. At the same time I read and do read comments 
about my work by outer critics, some referring to the work as "So- 
cial Realism," some lamenting its degree of contenr, holding that to 
be irrelevant to any art, but most employing certain labels which, 
however friendly they may be in intention, have so little relation 
to the context of a painting, I believe that  if ir were left to artists 
to choose their own labels most would choose none. For most artists 
have expended a great deal of energy in scrambling out of classes 
and categories and pigeon-holes, aspiring toward some snre of per- 
fect freedom which unfortunately neither human limitations nor 
the law aIlows-not to mention the critics. 

I don't just rhink, 1 know, that this long historical pmcea which 
I have just described is present within the one painting of the fire 
animal which is called "Allegory." There is considerable content 
which extends through one's work, appearing, disappearing, chang- 
ing, growing; there is the shaping power of rejection which I have 
discussed, and the constant activity of revising one's ideas-of thi i~k-  
ing what one wants to think. A11 these elements are present to a 
greater or lm degree in the work of my painter who is deeply oc- 
cupied in trying to impress his personality upon inert matter. 
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~ u t  ailowing all this procedure and material, I must now say 
rhar it is, in another sense, only background. I t  is fomulative of 
raste; it is the stuff and make-up of the inner critic; it is the under- 
ground stream of ideas. But idea itself must alwavs bow to the 
needs and demands of the material in which it is th be cast. The 
painter who stands before an empty canvas must think in terms of 
paint If he is just beginning in the use of paint, the way may be 

difficult for him because he may not yet have established 
a complete rapport with his medium. We does not yet know what 
it can do, and what it cannot do. He has not yet discovered that 
p i n t  has a power by itself and in itself-or where that power lies, 
or how it relates to him. For with the practiced painter it is that 
relationship which counts; his inner images are paint images, as 
those of the poet are no doubt metrical word images and those of 
the musician tonal images. 

From the moment at which a painter begins to strike figures of 
color upon a surface he must become acutely sensitive to the feeI, 
the textura, the light, the relationships which arise before him. At 
one point he will mold the material according to an intention. At 
another he may yield intention-perhaps his whole concept-to 
emerging forms, to new implications within the painted surface. 
Idea itself-ideas, many ideas move back and forth across his mind 
as a constant traffic, dominated perhaps by larrer currents and di- - 
reccions, by what he wants to rhink. Thus idea rises to the surface, 
grows, changes as a painting grows and develop. So one mon say 
thar painting is both -cmt ive  and responsive. It is an intimately 
C O ~ u n i a t i v e  affair between the painter and his painting, a con- 
versation back and fonh, the painting telling the painter even as it 

receives its shape and form. 
Here roo, the inward critic is ever at hand, perpemally advising 

and casting doubt. Here the work is overstared; there it is thin; in 
place, muddiness is threatened; somewhere else it has lost 

with the whole; here it looks like an exercise in paint 






